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With meticulously researched recommendations to 2,650 restaurants and to 3,600 hotels, the

MICHELIN Guide Italy 2017 presents travelers a choice of restaurants and hotels from sophisticated

to casual. Updated annually, the guide appeals to all tastes and budgets. Anonymous, experienced

inspectors use the celebrated Michelin food star-rating system to select restaurants. Also included is

information on Italian wines and regional specialties, as well as detailed maps. Travelers can rely on

Michelin since all establishments in the guide are recommended.
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We starting buying these guides the 1st year they starting making one for Italy, because the French

ones were indispensable. We have been traveling for 45 years and I am going to reprint here some

things I reviewed for the French guide because they are valid. You do NOT have to speak Italian to

use this excellent guide. Just translate a few words: the months and weekdays, "open, closed,

holidays, included, not included" - after that, these are easy to read. The symbols give you how

expensive it is (dollar signs), whether it is a worth a detour (1,2,or 3 stars) or just really good

food/hotel for the money (pic of a bibendum-white round guy). Buy whatever guides you want but

INCLUDE this one to use as well - it is the BEST guide for hotels and food - it is current, accurate,

respected - you can count on their information to save you from travel disaster, wasted time and

money, and will give you places that you will love. This guide has given us our very favorite places

and we have traveled throughout Europe, twice a year on month long vacations, for all these



years.Those who say otherwise just do not understand how easy the books are to use - Michelin is

the expert travel advisor. My husband is a gourmet and we have eaten at every level from 3 stars to

casual, and stayed at the best hotels and also small places by the sea, and been to every corner of

Italy not matter how remote. We discovered our favorite hotels and restaurants and made friends

with the owners and returned to those year after year, too, as well as discovering new places on

each trip. I am not steering you wrong and rarely make this much effort to do reviews, but please

trust me on this one.

Sorry for the low rating, but I missed the fact that this book is written in Italian. As a result, it did not

meet my expectations:)

Can be difficult to use for a non-Italian speaker.

I speak Italian so this guide to the Hotels and Restaurants is the best tool for finding and booking

hotels in Italy.Of you don't speak Italian, buy a pocket dictionary and use it for rough translations of

the comments. Even if you don't speak Italian Michelin has made it easy to understand the ratings.

These are located in the front of the guidebook and explain what each notation represents.

The only way to choose the best !Nevertheless the old Edition maps were better, had more detail

and enhanced the tourist attractions, which were also listed at the beginning of each important city.

Best guide on the market.

I preordered this book a few months ago in anticipation of our family trip to Italy in April. The

description says English but it is in Italian. So not so useful for us unfortunately. I will keep looking

for the English version.
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